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Abstract

Measurement of the spectral function 

for the t-  K-KSnt decay in BaBaR experiment
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The decay t- → K- KSnt has been studied using 430 106 e+ e- → t+ t-

events produced at a center-of-mass energy around 10.6 GeV

at the PEP-II collider and studied with the BaBar detector.

The mass spectrum of the K- KS system has been measured and the

spectral function has been obtained. The measured branching fraction

BF(t- → K- KSnt) = (0.739 ± 0.011(stat.) ± 0.020(syst.)) 10-3

is found to be in agreement with earlier measurements.

BaBaR detector

E+ = 3.1 GeV, E- = 9 GeV
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Spectral function (SF) definition
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dN/dm - K+KS mass  spectrum 

Relation between SF and e+e- cross  section (CVC)  

(K+K-) + (KSKL) ~ I=1(KK) + I=0(KK) 

Conclusions for e+e- cross sections

BaBar Data :    Run1-run6  - 468.3 fb-1 

kL=LMC /Lrun

2. MC e+e-  t+t- ,   816.3 fb-1 , kL = 1.74

3. MC e+e-  t+t-  l+KSK-nt, 1088 fb-1 , kL = 2.32   

4. MC e+e-  uds ,     856 fb-1 , kL= 1.83 

5. MC e+e-  c-cbar , 868.5 fb-1 , kL= 1.85 

6. MC e+e-  B-Bbar, 1352.4 fb-1 , kL= 2.89

1. N(tracks)=4,

2. N(KS)=1,KS->+-

3. N(K)=1,  N(m).or.N(e)=1

4. rKS = 1 – 70 cm

5. thrust > 0.875 

6. K : plab= 0.4–5,

7.   e,m : cosqlab<0.9, plab>1.2, pcm < 4.5

8.   qCM > 110o,  - angle lept. <--> KKS

9.    SEg < 2 GeV

Selection 

requirements

Lepton momentum spectra: 

data – MC comparison 

0 background subtracted from

the fit   to gg mass spectrum

Equation for obtaining the number of signal 

events in each m(K-KS) bin

(Nt
sig – signal mass spectrum) : 

Comparison  BaBar - CLEO

Spectral function of t- → K- KSnt

decay – first measurement 

Sideband method is used to subtract 

KS background 

NKS=(N - Nsb)/(-b),

=0.5, b=0.0315

Nsb b

True 0

Flat 0 bkgd

Measured  BF(t- -> KKSnt) by BaBaRComparison of  measured 

KKS mass spectrum with MC
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KS background subtraction
Detection efficiency e0 vs K-KS mass

0gg spectrum 

Data events 

with found  0

Data events 

wthout found  

0

BaBaR

BaBaR

BaBaR

BF = Nt
sig / (2 L Blept e0 tt),  L=468.3 fb-1,

tt=0.919 nb, e0 0.13, Blep=0.3521, 

Nt
sig 29000.

BF = (0.739 0.011(stat) 0.020(syst)) 10-3 

BF (PDG_2016) = 0.740+-0.025 10-3

e0
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es, eb – probabilities to find  a 0 ,

corrected to true 0 efficiency (es0.13, eb0.72)

K-KS mass spectra for data 

K-KS mass spectra for data , 

t MC and  t-signal MC


